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PROFILE

COMFORT ELEVATORS CO. W.L.L. established in 2009 started with Annual Maintenance of Elevators and 

Escalators regardless of its make. On next step, company undertook renovation of Elevators including 

cabin renovations, controller replacement, two speeds to VVVF conversion and replacement of car and 

landing operating panels. Now the company has grown up to the level of installing new lifts of Fuji Brand 

in association with GCC and Middle Eastern Agent of Fuji Japan Elevators and Escalators on a Joint 

Venture Basis wherein we are the appointed dealers of Fuji Japan Elevators. At present we have 5,000 

equipments (both elevators & escalators) under us annually

COMFORT ELEVATORS & ESCALATORS CO. W.L.L, operating in the state of Qatar as an independent 

legal entity, we have authentic professional technical knowledge through our work force recruited from 

India, Sri Lanka, Philippines and most of our workers have working experience in Mitsubishi, Otis, 

Schindler , Fujitech, Kone, etc. Apart from our own brand, we undertake Contract Installation from various 

clients.

COMFORT ELEVATORS & ESCALATORS CO. W.L.L. is a Qatar based Elevator Service, Repair, 

Modernization and Installation Company operating as an independent legal entity and built on integrity, 

reliability, multifaceted expertise and personal service. To this day, Comfort Elevators have worked with a 

steadfast commitment to offer the best personalized service at reasonable prices without sacrificing the 

quality and will continue to do so in the future as well.

Uncommon in the elevator service trade, Comfort Elevators does not restrict its repair and service 

expertise to only a few major elevator manufacturers. Rather, the elevator mechanics that we employ are 

proficient in troubleshooting and servicing of different brands which includes Otis, Mitsubishi, Kone, Fuji, 

BLT, Werthiem, LG, Jo, Schindler, Mashiba, ThyssenKrupp and many more. Likewise, Comfort Elevator 

mechanics are able to service and repair all types of traction and hydraulic elevators.

We make sure that all our customers receive the finest elevator service experience. Sophisticated enough 

to compete with other companies, we have built our business by staffing only experienced professionals 

and utilizing cut-edge technologies.

Operating since 2009, our unique formula for success includes giving elevator technicians the freedom to 

be creative in solving a customer's problem, installing money-saving non-proprietary equipment, 

computerizing our inventory to keep elevator downtimes to the minimum, ensuring personalized attention 

to all our valued clients in a timely and systematic manner and many more.



Your satisfaction and the safety of your elevators is our top priority

We will ensure that your elevators are in top working condition so you don't have to worry about it..!!

Preventive maintenance means fewer breakdowns and emergency repairs

Our goal is to prevent problems before they occur...and before they turn into a major expense.

We service any manufacturer's equipment

No matter what brand elevator you currently own, our team of skilled technicians have the know-how 
to keep it running efficiently. We have the perfect Preventive Elevator Maintenance Program for you.

We have a Service Plan to fit your budget

We provide quality components and expert services at very competitive price. We will work with you 
to develop a Maintenance/Service Plan that fits yours operating budget.

We are there for you...24 Hours a Day, 365 Days Year

Under our Preventive Elevator Maintenance Program, if a problem should occur, help is just a phone 
call away. Our telephones are answered by real people in real time all the time. We have on-call 
technicians who are equipped with an extensive spare parts inventory for quick response.

At Comfort Elevators, we work as a team to provide you with the best possible service; from the person who answers 

the call to the on-call maintenance technicians who follow up. Our staff is experienced with old and new technology and 

can successfully diagnose and correct problems to quickly restore elevator operation and safety.



10+
YEARS OF

EXPERIENCE

1500+
HAPPY

CUSTOMERS

50+
INTERNATIONAL

BRANDS

ISO 9001
CERTIFIED

24/7
SUPPORT

1000+
PROJECTS

genuine hardware and software parts supply

100% skilled professionals

Best quality & performance guarenteed

Services available for all manufacturer 's 

equipments.

We Serve Wide Range of Customers !

Government and Semi
Government Companies

Hotels and
Residential Buildings

Shopping
Malls 

Clinics and
Hospitals

Members of
Royal Family

Other Prestigious
Companies

OUR SPECIALITIES



NEW INSTALLATION & LIFT MAINTENANCE

we point out some of the characteristic features of company upon which we build our reputation and we always 
believe that service industry is not always about competitive price, but, mostly on the competitive service 
standards:

We have a wide collection of various spare parts for all kind of elevators

In case of an emergency, our team will be at your site immediately

COMFORT ELEVATORS CO. W.L.L is just a phone call away from you

Our round the clock service is not just a promise – it is an initiative

As a part of our committed strategy towards achieving valuable services to all our clients, it is imperative that 
we have to up-keep enough stock of spare parts and we can proudly claim that we maintain a large amount of 
stock of spare parts in our inventory to facilitate smooth operation of all our maintenance and repair jobs 
including modernization. The support of Professional Technicians have been always our main asset at our 
disposal and we always try our level best to ensure that personalized attention is extended to all our valued 
clients in a timely and systematic manner.

INSTALLATION & MODERNIZATION

Having acquired extensive experience in Installation as well as Modernization, we will be out in the market to 
concentrate in this area to ensure that our clients receive multi-faceted services. Our senior staff visited so 
many manufacturing companies worldwide and selected best available brands such as Orion (experts in 
Traction Elevators) , Moris Italia (experts in Hydraulic Elevators) and according to our suggestion, our suppliers 
are supplying the best available machines such as Alberto Sassi, Montanary Orona, Nova MGT etc.

Our professional and experienced staff will endeavor to ensure that both Installation and Modernization jobs are 
carried out efficiently and our prices will definitely find convincingly competitive.



02
STEP

Our technician will submit the report to client and 
maintenance supervisor.

03
STEP

Our maintenance supervisor will visit the site and 
ensure that proper maintenance has been carried out 
and will report his observation to the Client and 
Engineering Manager.

01
STEP Our Skilled technicians and helpers will carry out the 

necessary preventive maintenance as per the schedule 
and prepare a detailed report.

04
STEP Engineering Manager will schedule a meeting with the 

Client to receive feedback from the Client to ensure 
quality of performance.

MAINTENANCE
EXECUTION

PLAN

01
STEP

We will provide 4 Emergency numbers to the Client to 
contact us during emergencies.

02
STEP

On receiving call in any of the above 4 numbers, one of 
our Maintenance Technicians will reach the site within 
30-45 minutes and will submit a report to the Client and 
Engineering Manager once the problem is solved.

03
STEPEngineering Manager will analyze the report and 

coordinate with the Client.

BREAK DOWN
EXECUTION

PLAN



OUR CLIENTELE







PROJECT REFERENCES



RAYYAN FORT QATAR GAS - PHASE 4

PRIMARY HEALTHCARE CORPORATION AQAR REAL ESTATE

QAFCO UREA PLANT 1&2 TOWER QATAR COOL

MAGHRABI CENTER PROJECT QATAR ELECTRICITY & WATER TOWER



EZDAN GROUP RESIDENTIAL BUILDING

ALI BIN ALI MOSQUE MESSILA SPA & RESORT

HOME CENTRE DOHA FESTIVAL CITY

SUKAR PASHA RESTAURANT QATAR AMIRI GUARD



INTERNATIONAL BRAND OF ELEVATORS 
UNDER OUR MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

Please be noted that for all those brands of Elevators genuine hardware and software parts 
will be supplied by Comfort Elevators.
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